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Skate!
Fishy Tales
Provides classroom strategies to improve students' reading and writing ability through the use
of nonfiction books.

Children's Books in Print, 2007
WHEN YOU GROW up in a small town in the north woods, you have to make your own
excitement. High spirits, idiocy, and showing off for the girls inspire Gary Paulsen and his
friends to attempt: · Shooting waterfalls in a barrel · The first skateboarding · Breaking the
world record for speed on skis by being towed behind a souped-up car, and then . . . hitting
gravel · Jumping three barrels like motorcycle daredevil Evel Knievel, except they only have
bikes · Wrestling . . . a bear? Extreme sports lead to extreme fun in new tales from Gary’s
boyhood. A New York Times Bestseller

The Extreme Team: Skateboard Moves
Follows a family to a baseball game where they root for the home team, sing the National
Anthem, catch a fly ball, and buy some souvenirs.

Defying Gravity
"Book explains how Canada's government is formed, how it works, and profiles 12 of Canada's
Prime Ministers throughout history. Geared towards readers aged 9-11, the text works to
inform, develop new vocabulary, and reinforce reading alone for fact-finding and pleasure."--

When I Grow Up - Sports Heroes
Text and photographs from the movies describe the evil characters in the Star Wars films.

Fantastic Four
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Profiles Mark McGwire, Sammy Sosa, and Ken Griffey, Jr., and describes how they became
great home run hitters.

Beware the Dark Side
Describes the background, events, and consequences of the Allied landing in Normandy,
France on June 6, 1944.

Farm Animals
Join the ninja team on their bravest missions! Discover the many villains that threaten Ninjago
Island. Find out how the ninja uses their special skills in epic battles to defend their home.
Engaging topics and fun, interactive pages build reading skills in this Level 3 Reader - just right
for children who are beginning to read on their own. A glossary and fun quiz at the end of the
book help to develop vocabulary and reading comprehension skills. Each title in the DK
Readers series is developed in consultation with leading literacy experts to help children build
a lifelong love of reading. ©2019 The LEGO Group.

DK Readers L4: Dinosaur Detectives
Team-up with your favourite WWE stars as you learn to read! Discover how WWE Superstars
work together to take down their rivals. Learn the rules of the ring and the high-flying moves
Superstars hope will make them Tag Team Champions. DK's reading scheme is levelled into
stages to help every child progress and become a confident reader. This Level 2 book features
engaging and highly illustrated topics with true kid appeal. Narrative spreads are supported
with captions and annotations, and a quiz, to encourage children to develop comprehension
skills. © 2018 WWE, Inc. All rights reserved

Home Run Heroes
Introduces various creatures that live in or near a coral reef, including sea horses, starfish, and
dolphins.

DK Readers L2: Star Wars: The Adventures of BB-8
Describes the ruthless enemies of the Fantastic Four and how they will stop at nothing to
achieve their evil goals.

Fantastic Four
Jump straight into the middle of the action as children's favorite Ninja warriors harness their
powers in an awesome new adventure. Kai, Zane, Cole and Jay have fought many villains,
from skeletons and snakes to the stone army and nindroids – but now it's time for them to
discover some exciting new heroes and enemies! DK's Level 2 Reader, LEGO NINJAGO™:
Ninja, Go!, also includes brand new LEGO NINJAGO 2015 minifigures and sets.

Record Breakers
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Describes the origins of the Fantastic Four, the powers that each member possesses, the
allies that they have, and the adversaries that they face.

DK Readers L2: Astronaut: Living in Space
Jedi Master Anakin Skywalker and his padawan, Ashoka, battle Count Dooku and his minions
in order to uphold the Republic.

DK Readers L2: Journey of a Pioneer
Defying Gravity is a Capstone Press publication.

Antarctic Adventure
"Gus is the new kid in town. Read all about how he makes new friends and teaches them cool
tricks."--Cover back.

Ninja, Go!
LEGO NINJAGO Epic Adventures
This introduction to paleontology weaves together facts about fossil hunting with fictionalized
first-person accounts from dinosaur detectives.

Extreme Sports
Charlie Abbott finally makes a friend after moving again, but when his skateboard disappears
and his new friend is riding around on a board that looks similar to his, Charlie wonders if his
life is about to become a disaster. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Spotlight is a division of ABDO.

The Incredible Hulk's Book of Strength
Let's Go to the Ballpark
Recounts how the Sith Lord, Darth Sidious, disguised as Senator Palpatine of Naboo, plotted
to make himself emperor, while the Jedi Knights and their allies did everything in their power to
maintain order and freedom in a galaxy far, far away.

Dinosaurs Discovered
Improve your reading skills while learning about dinosaurs. How did dinosaurs live, and how
are they found by humans thousands of years later? Every dinosaur bone has a story to tell
and archaeologists know just how to read them. Learn how dino experts dig for prehistoric
creatures and marvel at what they unearth. Dinosaurs Discovered is a new book in the exciting
and engaging four-level DK Readers series. Developing a lifelong love of reading, DK Readers
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cover a vast range of fascinating subjects featuring DK's stunning photography, to support
children as they learn to read. Packed with fun facts for kids, this innovative series of leveled
guided reading books combines a highly visual approach with engaging nonfiction narratives.
Reading levels progress from brief, simple text in the early readers, to slightly longer, more
detailed nonfiction chapter books, to challenging nonfiction containing rich vocabulary and
more complex sentence structures. Fun quizzes boost reading comprehension. DK Readers
are assessed by both Fountas & Pinnell and Lexile levels, and are ideal for learning to read, for
subject research, and of course, for children to read for pleasure.

WWE Tag Teams and Team-Ups
How do little kids become sporting superstars? Find out in this inspiring board book for little
ones. Everyone, from Usain Bolt to Simone Biles, was once a small child learning about the
world. Read how a diverse array of sporty kids found what they loved to do, worked hard, and
followed their passions all the way into adulthood. With adorable illustrations of top sports stars
as typical young kids, then as superstar adults, sporting greats will seem like friends to your
little one, and kids will see that sporting greatness is achievable. Meet Lionel Messi when he
was a small child learning to play football, Usain Bolt before he became a super sprinter, Ellie
Simmonds as she developed a love of water, and figure skater Yuzuru Hanyu when he joined
his sister on the ice and became a figure skater. Let your child turn the pages and see that, like
their heroes, the experiences and passions they have now can lead to incredible
achievements.

Info-kids
Travel to the Sahara Desert with Josh Smith, real-life archeologist, as he and his crew of
intrepid dinosaur hunters face fierce sandstorms, long hours of difficult work, and, finally, the
joy of discovering a new species of dinosaur!

DK Readers L3: The Big Dinosaur Dig
Explores what strength is and how it can be developed using a comic book character, the
Incredible Hulk, to demonstrate, and provides information on that character and how he came
to be.

DK Readers Our Great Prime Ministers Level 4
Tells the stories behind baseball's record breaking statistics.

Star Wars, Galactic Crisis
The story of the Clone Wars, from the first battles to the dramatic events in Revenge of the
Sith.

Jedi Adventures
What does it take to hold down a job in zero gravity? In this book, find out what it's really like to
be an astronaut living in space. Level 2 Readers are appropriate for children who have started
to read but still need help. Longer sentences and an expanded vocabulary make these
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48-page books slightly more challenging. Information boxes full of background information will
stimulate inquisitive minds.

Extreme Sports
Provides an introduction to the equipment, techniques, safety precautions, competitions, and
personalities involved with the extreme sports on the road, in the mountains, in snow, in water,
and under other risky conditions.

The World of Baseball
Meet the explorers of the Antarctic - and read about their triumphs and tragedies in the frozen
south. Stunning photographs combine with lively illustrations and engaging, age-appropriate
stories in Dorling Kindersley Readers, a multi-level reading programme guaranteed to capture
children's interest while developing their reading skills and general knowledge.

Brain Attack
Ring! Ring! Ring! It's the fire alarm! A house is on fire! The firefighters are on their way in this
Level 2 DK Reader, Firefighter! For children who are just beginning to read and who have a
limited vocabulary, Level 2 books use word repetition and simple sentences to convey
meaning. Picture dictionary boxes with word labels "show" the meanings of words. These
books contain between 400 and 450 words each, with 80 percent pictures and 20 percent text.
DK Readers are packed with full-color photographs, lively illustrations, and engaging, ageappropriate stories to introduce young children to the natural world and encourage a life-long
love of reading. The amazing stories are guaranteed to capture a child's interest while
developing reading skills and general knowledge.

DK Readers L2: Fire Fighter!
Rhyming text and illustrations briefly point out what animals have teeth, their uses, and how to
care for them.

Journey Through Space
A visit to a farm by a group of young children includes looking at baby animals and seeing
animals feeding. DK Readers is a multi-level learning-to-read program combining DK's highly
visual style with appealing stories at five graduated levels. Stunning photographs and
engaging, age-appropriate stories are guaranteed to capture a child's interest while developing
reading skills and general knowledge. DK Readers allow progression from stories for beginning
readers with simple sentences and word repetition through to stories with rich vocabulary and
more challenging sentence structure for proficient readers. now available in iPad-friendly
format. Written by leading children's authors and compiled in consultation with leading literacy
experts.

The Tooth Book
Photographs combine with lively illustrations and engaging, age-appropriate stories in DK
Readers, a multilevel reading program guaranteed to capture children’s interest while
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developing their reading skills and general knowledge. Journey of a Pioneer follows the
adventures of a young girl as her family travels west in covered wagons along the famous
Oregon Trail.

Galactic Crisis!
When aliens attack the city, the heroes of the Lego hero factory battle to keep everyone safe
from the alien invasion.

How Angel Peterson Got His Name
In simple language, describes the planets and their life forms which make up the Star Wars
galaxy.

WWE Beyond Extreme
Looks at the growing popularity of baseball around the world and profiles some of the sport's
best international players.

English Journal
Ferocious Battles. Shocking Stunts. No Holds Barred! Relive the action from the most riproaring matches. Marvel at spectacular takedowns and death-defying stunts. Discover WWE's
scariest and strangest Superstars. Sports entertainment doesn't get more extreme than this! ©
2020 WWE, Inc. All rights reserved.

D-Day Landings
Are you ready for the ultimate book on daredevil sports? Whether it's steep skiing or freestyle
motocross - this book takes you to the limit! Stunning photographs combine with lively
illustrations and engaging, age-appropriate stories in DORLING KINDERSLEY READERS, a
multi-level reading programme guaranteed to capture children's interest while developing their
reading skills and general knowledge
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